CITY OF BATAVIA
DATE:

September 12, 2018

TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:
Laura Newman, City Administrator
SUBJECT: Approval of Resolution 18-109-R RESOLUTION ACKNOWLEDGING
OWNERSHIP OF THE BATAVIA DAM BY THE CITY OF BATAVIA, ILLINOIS (GS)
Background:
Earlier this year, the Committee of the Whole directed staff to seek a legal opinion as to whether
the City of Batavia owns the Batavia Dam. On September 11, 2018, attorney Bruce Goldsmith
presented his legal opinion that the City of Batavia is the owner of the Batavia Dam and that
there exists no legal basis to disclaim such ownership.
The Committee accepted the opinion of legal counsel and directed staff to prepare the attached
resolution, with the ALTA title documentation and counsel’s legal opinion attached,
acknowledging the City’s ownership of the dam.
Recommendation:
Staff recommends that the Committee of the Whole recommends approval by the City Counsel
of Resolution 18-109-R RESOLUTION ACKNOWLEDGING OWNERSHIP OF THE
BATAVIA DAM BY THE CITY OF BATAVIA, ILLINOIS
Attachment(s):
Legal Memorandum from Bruce Goldsmith, Senior Attorney, Dykema

Cc: Kevin Drendel, Jeffery Schielke

CITY OF BATAVIA, ILLINOIS
RESOLUTION 18-109-R
RESOLUTION ACKNOWLEDGING OWNERSHIP OF THE BATAVIA
DAM BY THE CITY OF BATAVIA, ILLINOIS
WHEREAS, in 1975, nine property owners deeded their interests in properties on both
sides of the Fox River, and specifically the Dam, to the City; and,
WHEREAS, at a later date, the City attempted to convey the New Dam to the State
pursuant to Ordinance 94-110, passed on December 5, 1994. However, no evidence exists that
this deed was ever recorded to effectuate conveyance of the New Dam to the State or that the
State was willing to accept ownership of the New Dam; and,
WHEREAS, in 2016, at the City’s behest, Chicago Title Insurance Company issued
an ALTA commitment (ATTACHMENT A) for title insurance showing that title to the dam
was vested with the City; and,
WHEREAS, the City of Batavia engaged the services of a legal expert in riparian
rights to review the question whether the City of Batavia is the owner of the Batavia dam and
said expert’s legal opinion concluded that the City of Batavia owns the Batavia dam
(ATTACHMENT B);
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of
Batavia, Kane and DuPage Counties, that the City of Batavia accepts and acknowledges that
all rights and obligations of ownership of the Batavia Dam is vested with the City of Batavia.
PRESENTED to and PASSED by the City Council of the City of Batavia, Illinois, this 18th day
of September, 2018.
APPROVED by me as Mayor of said City of Batavia, Illinois, this 17thth day of September,
2018.
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CITY OF BATAVIA, ILLINOIS RESOLUTION 18-109-R

_______________________________
Jeffery D. Schielke, Mayor

Ward
Aldermen
Ayes
Nays
Absent
1
O’Brien
2
Callahan
3
Meitzler
4
Stark
5
Atac
6
Cerone
7
Brown
Mayor Schielke
VOTE:
0 Ayes
0 Nays
Total holding office: Mayor and 14 aldermen

Abstain

Aldermen
Salvati
Wolff
Chanzit
Malay
Uher
Russotto
McFadden

0 Absent

Ayes

Nays

Absent

Abstain

0 Abstention(s) counted as ________

ATTEST:
______________________________
Ellen Posledni, City Clerk
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EXHIBIT A

EXHIBIT B
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Laura Newman

FROM:

Bruce Goldsmith

RE:

Ownership of the Batavia Dam

DATE:

September 6, 2018

ISSUES
1. Whether the City of Batavia (“City”) or the State of Illinois (“State”) owns the
Batavia Dam located in the Fox River in the City of Batavia.
2. Whether “promissory estoppel” would apply to impose ownership of the dam on the
State of Illinois.
BRIEF ANSWER
The City owns the Batavia Dam (“Dam”) based on the following considerations: (1)
deeds transferring ownership of the Dam from private parties to the City in 1975; (2) the
common law governing ownership of dams on waterways; (3) the Illinois’ regulatory structure
governing private and public ownership of dams; and (4) evidence of other private and public
bodies owning dams in the State of Illinois.
The case law concerning the doctrine of promissory estoppel does not support an
argument that the Dam is owned by the State, particularly in light of the fact that promissory
estoppel claims against governmental entities are disfavored and are rarely successful.
Moreover, the facts here do not support such a holding here and the statute of limitations has
long expired.
Facts
The City sits on both sides of the Fox River. In 1835, the Van Nortwick family built the
original Dam at the north end of the island to power a grist mill called “Batavia Mills.” The
Dam was also used to power the Challenge & Feed Mill Company starting in 1857. In 1904,
four companies including the Challenge Company entered into an agreement for perpetual
maintenance of the Dam. (Agreement, dated August 9, 1904, recorded in Kane County as Doc.
#72157)
Nine property owners, including the Batavia Park District and a Van Nortwick
descendent, deeded their interests in properties on both sides of the Fox River, and specifically
the Dam, to the City in 1975. It is believed that the City used State funds to acquire and
construct a new dam (‘New Dam”) with the State’s direct involvement. It may have been the
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City’s understanding at the time that the City would maintain the New Dam in consideration of
the state’s funding of the construction. We have not been provided any documentation to
support this understanding. Moreover, we have been unable to determine from the State whether
the City was ever issued a permit to construct the New Dam. Nonetheless, we have been
informed that the New Dam was built.
At a later date, 1 the City attempted to convey the New Dam to the State pursuant to
Ordinance 94-110, passed on December 5, 1994. However, no evidence exists that this deed was
ever recorded to effectuate conveyance of the New Dam to the State or that the State was willing
to accept ownership of the New Dam. 2
In 2016, at the City’s behest, Chicago Title Insurance Company issued an ALTA
commitment for title insurance showing that title to the dam was vested with the City.
On January 10, 2017, the City’s insurance carrier indicated that in order to insure over
certain liabilities, it was necessary to install certain signage and lighting at the New Dam. In
light of these requirements, the City Council asked its staff to determine if the City had conveyed
the New Dam to the State, or whether any evidence existed of an inducement by the State which
may have caused the State to acquire ownership of the New Dam.
On May 5, 2017, Laura Newman, City Administrator, issued a letter to the Mayor and
City Council, which stated in part: “[A]fter an extensive and exhaustive search of documents
including all past city council minutes there [exists] no evidence that…suggest[s]… anyone other
than the City of Batavia has an ownership interest in the Batavia dam.” 3
In 2018, the City of Batavia contacted Dykema Gossett PLLC to give a legal analysis and
opine on the ownership of the New Dam.
DISCUSSION
I.

The City of Batavia holds legal title to the New Dam.

A.
Various Deeds Conveyed Ownership to the City of the Dam in 1975. At the
outset, the most compelling evidence of ownership of the Dam (now the New Dam) was the
conveyance of the land on both sides of the Dam and the Dam itself to the City by the series of
1

In August 2016, City Attorney, Kevin Drendel responded as follows when he was asked whether there was any
basis for claiming that the City did not actually own the Batavia Dam: “… if all those transfers were done so that the
City could turn around and transfer to the State, and if the City only took title for that reason, then we may have an
out, either with the original property owners or the State. I am not sure what the authority is to make a promissory
estoppel claim against the State; but if the City changed its position to its detriment by taking title to the dam based
on the promise or understanding that the State would accept title of the dam from the City, then we might be able to
demand the State take it or be able to undo the transfers of title to the City.” Letter from Laura Newman, City
Administrator, to Jeffery D. Schielke, Mayor of the City of Batavia (May 5, 2018). Id. Laura Newman responded
“[u]nfortunately, in this case, it appears that the inducement was not for the State to take ownership, but rather so
that they would undertake “work” on the dam at their expense.”
2
A subsequent title search for the Batavia Dam showed the City as owner of the Dam.
3
Letter from Laura Newman, City Administrator, to Jeffery D. Schielke, Mayor of the City of Batavia (May 5,
2018).
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deeds recorded in 1975. These deeds collectively passed all ownership rights to the City.
Moreover, given the agreement for perpetual maintenance recorded in 1904, the City was also
obligated to maintain the Dam once it took over ownership. 4 There is no evidence of any
subsequent conveyance of the adjoining land or the Dam itself after 1975. Moreover, and
perhaps most significantly, the City did in fact build the New Dam.
B.

Riparian Rights Concepts also Establish the City’s Ownership of the Dam.

Under the law of riparian rights (dating back to centuries’ old English law), ownership of
land adjacent to a river or stream carried with it the title to the bed of the body of water. The
only exception is where there is language in the conveyance document clearly denoting an
intention of stopping ownership at the edge of the body of water. See People ex rel. Deneen v.
Economy Light & Power Co., 241 Ill. 290, 309 (1909). This rule applied to conveyances of
property located on navigable water courses (i.e., a water course declared navigable by the State)
as well as to property located on or adjacent to non-navigable water courses. 5 Deneen at 309;
Parker v. People, 111 Ill. 581 (Ill. September 27, 1884). Ironically, the State in 1840 adopted a
statute that declared the Fox River to be a navigable waterway. This designation was overturned
in an 1880 case. See Parker, 111 Ill. 581, 626 (1884).
Furthermore, where a title holder owns the land on both sides of a body of water, he or
she owns the entire bed of the waterway to the extent of the length of his or her land. Deneen at
309. Accordingly, states, cities, or private parties may own dams (as they are constructed on the
beds of bodies of water) as long as the party owns the land adjacent to the body of water for
which such dam is constructed. See Deneen at 309; Parker, 111 Ill. 581 (1884); Elgin v. Elgin
Hydraulic Co., 85 Ill. App. 182 (Ill. App. Ct. January 01, 1899). A couple of cases have applied
these concepts to ownership of dams along the Fox River.
C.

State Statutes and Regulations Contemplate Private Ownership of Dams.

The ability of the private parties who owned the Dam prior to 1975 and later conveedy
their interests in the Dam to the City is further supported by state statutes and regulations.
Section 5 of the Rivers, Lakes, and Streams Act (the “Act”) provides that the Illinois Department
of Natural Resources (the “IDNR”) has exclusive jurisdiction and supervision over the rivers and
lakes of the State of Illinois. Furthermore, the Act authorizes the IDNR to “establish standards
and issue permits for the safe construction of new dams and the reconstruction, repair, operation
and maintenance of all existing dams,” but that “[n]othing in this Act shall relieve an owner or
operator of a dam from the legal duties, obligations, and liabilities arising from ownership or
operation” of any dam. (emphasis added) 615 ILCS 5/23a. Additionally, the Illinois
Administrative Code (the “Code”) provides rules and guidelines for dam ownership and
4

Even though this is a very old document, it still runs with the land. Moreover, the City is obligated for
maintenance under State statute and regulations as described below.
5
The difference between grants of riparian property on navigable waters as opposed to grants upon non navigable
water is that for grants upon navigable waters, the riparian owner takes title to the center of the body of water,
subject to an easement in the public for the purpose of navigation, while as to grants upon non navigable water the
title to the bed of the stream passes free from any burdens in favor of the public. Deneen, 241 Ill. 290, 309; Hubbard
v. Bell, 54 Ill. 110, 112.
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transfers of interests in dams. See 17 Ill. Adm. Code § 3702.100 (providing among other things
that “[u]pon transfer of ownership of a dam whether previously permitted or not, the new owner
must immediately apply for a permit under his own name.”). While the IDNR indicates it has
not issued any permits for the Dam since the State began issuing permits in 1914 under
predecessor authority (notwithstanding that the New Dam was built in 1975), the foregoing state
law clearly contemplates that the State, cities, or private parties may all own and transfer
ownership of such dams. 6 Therefore, the City’s acquisition of the Dam in 1975 was also
consistent with State statutes. As the owner of the Dam, the City became responsible for any
“legal duties, obligations, and liabilities arising from ownership or operation,” which presumably
includes maintenance obligations.
II. The City of Batavia Does Not Have a Viable Promissory Estoppel Claim against
the State of Illinois.
Promissory Estoppel. To prevail in a promissory estoppel claim, the City would have to
establish that: (1) the State made the City an unambiguous promise to take ownership of the
Dam; (2) the City relied on that promise; (3) the City’s reliance was expected and foreseeable;
and (4) the City relied on it to its detriment. Estoppel against public bodies is disfavored and
allowed only in rare circumstances, when necessary to prevent fraud and injustice. Boswell v.
City of Chi., 2016 IL App (1st) 150871.
As stated in the Letter from Laura Newman to the Mayor, if the series of deeds to the
City were executed only so that the City could in turn transfer the Dam to the State, then the City
might have a viable promissory estoppel claim (i.e., if the City changed its position to its
detriment by taking title to the Dam based on the promise or understanding that the State would
accept title of the Dam from the City). However, in this case, “it appears that the inducement
was not for the State to take ownership, but rather so that they would undertake ‘work’ on the
dam at their expense.” Therefore, the facts do not support a claim for promissory estoppel.
Conclusion
The City of Batavia obtained ownership of the Dam by virtue of receiving title to the
Dam from the owners of the Dam and adjacent properties. For reasons stated above, the City
owns both sides of the Fox River and the river bed itself in the area of the Dam. In addition,
Illinois’ law allows for and contemplates dam ownership by non-state entities as evidenced by
6

Both cities and private parties within the State have owned dams. For example, in
addition to the examples above, 615 ILCS 110/5 provided that the City of Wilmington in Will
County, Illinois owned, at one point, the Kankakee River Dam. 615 ILCS 110/5 (providing that
“[t]he Department of Natural Resources, on behalf of the State of Illinois, is authorized to
acquire by donation from the City of Wilmington in Will County, Illinois and other owners the
existing Kankakee River dam”). In another case, a private party was allowed to build a dam on
the Des Plaines River due to the fact the river was not navigable. Deneen, 241 Ill. 290 at 310,
317-18, 338.
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statutes, regulations and legal precedent recognizing the ownership of dams within Illinois by
private individuals, commercial entities and public bodies. Finally, as the State of Illinois never
made an unambiguous promise to take ownership of the Dam, but rather induced the City to take
ownership in order to have the State fund the New Dam, there is no basis for applying the
doctrine of promissory estoppel.
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